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“Experiencing Soul Moments is not about making it happen.   

It’s about Presence, intention, and receptivity—living Awake to Love.” 
◆ Mary R. Hulnick 

 

 
In this Sacred Season of Love, we are savoring the gift of life, experiencing great Gratitude for 
the Wisdom of our Souls in Answering the Call and all the Blessings of being Awake to Love. 
 
This year we are evermore present tending to the Hearth of our Hearts so as to fully experience 
what is most of Essence in this Season of Love—wonderful Soul Moments—experiential 
realization of what is most Real. 
 
Soul Moments are delicious… astonishing… magical moments of Awe… Wonder… Joy… 
Astonishment… Inspiration… Revelation… Illumination… Grace... They consist of anything 
that experientially evokes your Awareness of the Presence of Spirit, your Essential Loving 
Nature, the Precious Presence within, and Transcendent experiences of Divine Love. 
 
These experiences may be catalyzed in so many magical and wonderful ways!  Often they come 
unbidden through Grace.  Sometimes they occur through synchronicity—miraculous 
“coincidences” indicating Spirit working its magic in our everyday lives.  Sometimes we may 
experience Soul Moments as a natural byproduct of random acts of kindness or through being 
of service.  Here at USM, you may have experienced them during Soul-Gazing at the 
completion of the class weekend or during a trio process in which you experienced sacrificing 
attachment and surrendering to Divine Love. 
 
Sometimes Soul Moments occur listening to music or reading poetry.  They can occur in the 
Sacred Silence found in nature or in meditation.  Sometimes they occur during moments of Heart-
to-Heart, Soul-to-Soul connections with loved ones . . . and at times with strangers.  Perhaps 
you’ve witnessed an act of kindness that touched your Heart and brought tears to your eyes.   
 
Soul Moments may be accompanied by the experience of tingling sensations, sometimes 
referred to as Spiritual goosebumps.  Perhaps you’ve experienced being flooded with Loving.  
The common denominator of Soul Moments is the movement of Spirit inside of you.  Perhaps 
one of the greatest keys to experiencing Soul Moments is your intention to be receptive to them.   
 
Here’s a wonderful Sufi story told by Idries Shah, a writer and teacher in the Sufi tradition:  
 
“Someone went to the public session of a wise man, with two bunches of flowers. He said: 
‘One of these bunches is real flowers; the other, made with the greatest cunning in China, is 
artificial. If you are as perceptive as you are supposed to be, I would like you to tell me 
which is which. But you must not hold them very close, you must not smell or touch them.’ 
  
“The sage said: ‘A wise question is met with a wise answer, a shallow one with a shallow 
reply. This, however, is a horticultural one—bring a hive of bees!’ 
  
“The bees, of course, chose the real flowers.” 
 



The bee is the Soul seeking out the real flowers, the honey, choosing what is most fragrant and 
beautiful, and most Real…  Soul Moments are Spiritual messengers reminding us . . . and 
Awakening us . . . to that which is Real.  This Season of Love provides beautiful opportunities 
for consciously cultivating these experiences that bring you Awake to Love. 
 
 
 

Reflections of Soul Moments in the Season of Love 
 
What is your intention for cultivating and experiencing Soul Moments in this Season of Love? 
             
             
             
             
             
             
              

Note a Soul Moment you’ve experienced:        
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Isn’t it wonderful to know we all have a ‘BE’ within:  our Soul?” 
u Ron Hulnick 

 

 


